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ABSTRACT
India is often credited for its success as the world’s largest democracy, but variation in subnational democracy across its states has not been systematically incorporated into scholarship on subnational regimes. This paper develops a conceptualization of subnational democracy based on four constitutive dimensions – turnover, contestation, autonomy and clean elections – and introduces a comprehensive dataset to measure each of the dimensions between 1985 and 2013. The inclusion of India – an older parliamentary democracy with a centralized federal system – broadens the universe of cases for the study of subnational regimes, and reveals variation across constitutive dimensions that has not yet been theorized. The paper shows that threats to subnational democracy come from multiple directions, including the central government and non-state armed actors, that subnational variation persists even decades after a transition at the national-level, and that subnational democracy declines in some states in spite of the national democratic track record.
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Introduction

Even though India is credited for its success as the world’s largest democracy, the panorama across India’s states is mixed. In West Bengal, the Communist Party of India (Marxist) had dominated the political arena, and governed for 33 years before losing the 2011 election. In Gujarat, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has emerged as a dominant force since 1998, and has only strengthened its hold on the state after the 2002
riots. In Bihar, elections during the 1980s were often so violent that the Election Commission of India had to postpone them on several occasions. An observer of Bihar lamented that “lawlessness facilitates electoral abuse” while “those who win elections by violence” suffer little consequences.\textsuperscript{1} Jammu and Kashmir held no elections at all for almost a decade between 1987 and 1996, as elected institutions were suspended and the state was placed under President’s Rule. Overall, as these examples illustrate, threats to subnational democracy across India’s states emerge from different directions.

Yet, despite substantial variation in the degree of democracy across states, India has received relatively scant attention in the burgeoning comparative literature on subnational regimes.\textsuperscript{2} Building on a necessary and sufficient condition concept structure, we develop a conceptualization of subnational democracy in India with four constitutive dimensions: turnover, contestation, autonomy and clean elections.\textsuperscript{3} This paper introduces a new comprehensive dataset for each of the dimensions between 1985 and 2013.\textsuperscript{4} Bringing an older democracy like India into the scholarly literature broadens the universe of cases for the study of subnational regimes, and thus reveals previously overlooked variation. Since the literature on subnational regimes has tended to focus on new democracies, the inclusion of India provides opportunities for the identification of temporal trends in a democracy with a longer track record. Moreover, by extending the comparative study of subnational regimes to a parliamentary democracy and a federal system where the center retains significant discretionary power, our analysis is able to detect empirical patterns beyond those already documented and theorized in the literature.

First, our analysis shows that threats to subnational democracy come from multiple directions. Conceptually, low scores on our index reflect deviations from democracy, and the index makes it possible to scrutinize the influence of each constitutive dimension. In addition to dominant party regimes and those without turnover, we identify “vertical” and “horizontal” threats to subnational democracy.\textsuperscript{5} The misuse of President’s Rule, a constitutional provision that allows the center to suspend elected institutions and to place states under central rule, constitutes a vertical threat. Horizontal threats emerge when actors outside the political system subvert elected institutions. In India, non-state armed groups have often called for a boycott of election, and have at times succeeded in disrupting the electoral process systematically and violently.

Second, our analysis highlights that regimes with low scores on the democracy index are not “holdouts” that have survived the transition to democracy at the national level. Rather, during the three decades we observe, the level of democracy varies significantly between states, and it declines markedly in a number of them. This indicates the need to theorize not just the survival and persistence of less democratic subnational regimes after national-level democratization, but also their emergence despite national-level democracy. Evidence of “backsliding” challenges scholars to probe whether national-level theories of democratic decline and breakdown can travel to the subnational level, and if so, under which conditions.\textsuperscript{6} Moreover, our analysis shows that the party identity of hegemonic regimes may change over the lifespan of a democracy. In their pioneering work on subnational democratization in India, Tudor and Ziegfeld focus on the emergence of opposition to the Indian National Congress Party (INC) from Independence in 1947 through 1989.\textsuperscript{7} Since Congress was the hegemonic party in most Indian states following Independence, Tudor and Ziegfeld conceptualize democratization as alternation in power. Temporally, our analysis picks up where theirs leaves off. We find that in several
states the parties that initially challenged Congress have now become hegemons in their own right, similarly depriving voters of viable opposition choices. Overall, the analysis of subnational regimes in India raises important questions about the causes and consequences of variation in the level of democracy, in regime trajectories, and about different types of threats to subnational democracy. The measure we introduce in this paper is designed to allow comparativists and scholars of India to explore such questions. The first section of the paper conceptualizes subnational democracy and situates our index in the literature. The second section introduces the operationalization and data. We then move on to the analysis of empirical patterns and temporal trends, before concluding with a discussion of implications.

Subnational democracy in comparative perspective

In the wake of decentralization reforms during the 1980s and 1990s, comparativists started to pay more explicit attention to the institutional configurations within countries. Even though the importance of democracy in subnational units had already been flagged by Dahl, who stated that an account of “opportunities available for participation and contestation within a country surely requires one to say something about the opportunities available within subnational units”, in empirical research regime type had generally been treated as a national-level variable. The key reason for the neglect of subnational democracy, as stated by Dahl, was the lack of data, rather than the belief that the issue was substantively unimportant. Once subnational research took off in the wake of decentralization, it indeed revealed considerable variation within countries in the degree to which citizens enjoyed democratic rights. After democratization, authoritarian elites sometimes survived at the subnational level, subverting formally democratic institutions, and at times even deepening their rule. Decentralization, which had endowed subnational governments with authority and resources, insulated such regimes. While the empirical focus of the literature has been on Latin America, similar dynamics have been documented in post-Soviet countries and the Southern United States during Jim Crow. Collectively, this burgeoning literature made clear that subnational variation in democracy is the rule, rather than the exception, especially in large federal democracies.

While our empirical understanding of how these subnational regimes function internally and how they manage to sustain themselves vis-à-vis juxtaposed national regimes has grown, scholars have struggled to agree on a shared conceptual language to describe them. The early literature referred to them as “authoritarian enclaves”, “authoritarian archipelagos” or “democratic blind spots”. In doing so, scholars highlighted continuity with the pre-transition period and insulation from democratic politics at the national level. Empirical research has since demonstrated that these regimes are deeply entangled in a multi-level political system and managing their relationship with the center is vital for their survival. Moreover, national-level democracy imposes restrictions, distinguishing these regimes from full-blown authoritarian regimes. Terms like “closed game”, “hybrid regime” or “electoral quality” have become popular to highlight these mixed characteristics. Giraudy, on whose conceptual work we build, uses the term “subnational undemocratic regime” (SUR) to denote subnational units that fall short of democratic standards, even though they do not qualify as fully authoritarian. Since the intuition of our measure is continuous, rather than dichotomous, we instead refer to regimes as more or less democratic based on their scores on the index.
Democracy has been defined and measured in various ways, but competition for office is undeniably an essential component. Lipset defines democracy “as a political system which supplies regular constitutional opportunities for changing the governing officials, and a social mechanism which permits the largest possible part of the population to influence major decisions by choosing among contenders for political office”. Yet, as Vanhanen noted, it “has been easier for researchers to agree on the general characteristics of democracy than on how to measure it”. This difficulty is in part due to the realization that the nature of challenges to democracy varies across time and space. One recent challenge is that undemocratic regimes increasingly mimic formal democracy, but that the “opposition’s capacity to defeat incumbents (and/or their parties) in elections is significantly handicapped”. Elections in such regimes are competitive, but they are not free and fair. While many national authoritarian regimes “hide the de facto rules that shape and constrain political choices behind a façade of formal democratic institutions”, the need to distinguish between democratic regimes and those that merely mimic democracy is particularly pressing in the case of subnational regimes embedded in national-level democracies. Formal institutions are often identical across subnational units, but their meaning and relevance for determining who governs varies significantly, and in ways that are not easily visible.

Our starting point is the goal to devise a measure that is sensitive to the specific challenges for competitive politics in subnational regimes. One of the advantages of subnational comparative research is the ability to achieve greater measurement validity through a fine-grained and context-sensitive coding of cases. We focus on the challenges to subnational democracy in India, a large federal democracy which has so far received limited attention in the literature on subnational regimes. Bringing India into the debate allows us to extend existing efforts to theorize subnational democracy to a parliamentary democracy, to a federal system in which the center retains substantial discretionary powers, and to a country with an established democratic track record. This record brings into focus temporal trends that are more difficult to discern in countries that have democratized recently.

Before presenting our own conceptualization, we briefly discuss two extant measures of democratic characteristics across Indian states. The first measure, developed by Tudor and Ziegfeld, conceptualizes subnational democratization as the emergence of a viable electoral opposition to the Congress party, which dominated politics across all major Indian states following Independence. Specifically, subnational democratization is understood to occur only when “the party initially in power has peacefully conceded power to an opposing party”, and the previous opposition then serves a complete term in government. This measure worked well for the period of Congress-dominance from 1947 through 1989 on which the authors focus. Since then, however, India’s political landscape has become more fragmented, and other parties have replaced Congress as dominant players in certain states.

The second effort to measure democracy relies on a subnational adaptation of the Index of Democratization proposed by Vanhanen. This index is composed of two dimensions: competition (measured as 100 minus the percentage vote for the largest party) and participation (measured as the percentage of the total population who actually voted). Both dimensions are multiplied and the product is divided by 100, so that competition and participation weigh equally and that a high score on one cannot compensate the lack of the other constitutive dimension. Beer and Mitchell follow this measurement strategy in their study of the relationship between democracy and
human rights at the state level, and Lankina and Getachew calculate the same index at the district level. Yet, even though in both studies the index succeeds in picking up relevant differences, we believe it overlooks key aspects of subnational democracy.

For one, interpreting participation in the context of universal suffrage is not entirely straightforward. Vanhanen highlights that South Africa under apartheid was classified as a non-democracy in his index because it scored poorly on the participation dimension. So including participation is crucial to identify regimes that discriminate against large groups of citizens based on race, religion or gender. In the context of universal suffrage, however, it is not clear that higher participation is necessarily better. Voting patterns in India are unusual compared to other democracies since poor, rural voters are more likely to turn out than affluent urban voters. Overall, elections generate considerable enthusiasm among those at the margins of the state. However, allegations of forced turnout and intimidation by state actors continue to surface periodically, especially in areas controlled by anti-system groups. While these are difficult to substantiate, incidents of outright coercion to vote appear to have declined in recent years. Nevertheless, “none of the above” or NOTA voting, where voters cast blank ballots, is more prevalent in rural than in urban constituencies, suggesting that voters there may be more excited about participating than about choosing one of the particular candidates on the ballot. Moreover, clientelism and patronage continue to play an important role in promoting turnout. Without comparative data about how these factors influence turnout in different parts of the country, it is not self-evident that higher turnout necessarily indicates more democracy, even when combined with the competition measure.

Second, focusing on the vote share of the largest party to gauge competition is problematic in the context of multi-party systems where the largest party often does not govern alone. Even if the largest party falls well short of a majority, it may be able to dominate politics by bringing in junior coalition partners. Ziegfeld and Tudor demonstrate that Congress was able to govern for prolonged periods even in the absence of a popular majority. Ultimately, in parliamentary systems where electoral alliances and coalition governments are common, the vote share of the largest party does not tell us enough about the strength of the opposition. Whether the opposition is able to present a viable alternative, however, is a crucial test for how meaningful electoral competition is. Our data for state-level elections between 1985 and 2013 highlight that coalition governments are formed in more than 45% of all electoral periods, making this a serious enough concern to warrant explicit consideration in the construction of a measure of democracy.

**Constructing the index: measuring electoral democracy in India**

Our analysis of electoral democracy is based on a new dataset of election outcomes, coalition formation, President’s Rule and the coding of news reports about election security across 30 territorial units and 171 elections between 1985 and 2013. It includes India’s 28 states and the union territories of Delhi and Puducherry. Three states – Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand and Uttarakhand – were created from the territories of other states during the time period we examine. Appendix 1 provides an overview of all assembly elections included in the dataset.

In developing our index, we aim to conceptualize the electoral component of democracy, and to incorporate the insights of previous efforts to measure democracy at the
subnational level. Following Przeworski et al, Giraudy conceives of subnational democracy as having three constitutive dimensions: (1) contested elections for the executive and the legislature, (2) alternation in power, and (3) clean elections. Like Giraudy’s, our conceptualization proceeds from the necessary and sufficient concept structure. The basic notion of this approach is to identify the constitutive dimensions, i.e. those conditions that are “necessary and sufficient for something to fit into a category”. Visualizing the constitutive dimensions and specifying their relationship to each other is a useful way to make choices explicit and to ensure concept-measurement consistency. Our conceptualization – visualized in Figure 1 – consists of four dimensions: (1) turnover, (2) contestation, (3) autonomy, and (4) clean elections. Jointly, we argue, these dimensions reflect the electoral component of democracy. Our index thus draws on conceptualizations of democracy that are more restricted than those aiming to capture liberal democracy, which includes civil liberties, respect for minority rights, and the rule of law. In the following paragraphs, we discuss each dimension and its operationalization. We motivate the inclusion and operationalization of the dimensions both theoretically and empirically, underlining our aim to develop an index that can pick up meaningful differences across Indian states.

**Turnover**

Democracy, as Przeworski has argued, “is a system in which parties lose elections.” Nevertheless, whether turnover should be considered a constitutive dimension of democracy is a topic of some debate. Skeptics have pointed out that the absence of turnover may be indicative of two scenarios; one in which the opposition is weak, thus depriving voters of meaningful alternatives, and one in which voters are simply happy with the incumbent party, and continue to support it. Since the absence of turnover does not tell us which of these two is at work, it constitutes an imprecise measure of democracy. In parliamentary systems, there are generally no term limits, so that parties could conceivably rule for extended periods of time without violating any rules or democratic norms. Nevertheless, as Giraudy argues for Mexico, where there is a history of dominant party rule, a lack of turnover might be a canary in the coalmine for an electoral process that systematically advantages incumbents. Democracy requires not merely that parties win election, but that they are voted out of power without upheaval or reprisals.

![Figure 1. Concept structure electoral democracy.](image-url)
Tudor and Ziegfeld probe the role of turnover across Indian states. They find that examining whether a non-incumbent party formed an election coalition is insufficient to gauge alternation in power. Specifically, they demonstrate that rule by parties other than Congress at the state-level was often short-lived because they lacked an effective organization, or because Congress undermined them by intervening in local politics. For these reasons, Tudor and Ziegfeld find only a weak correlation between the first time the opposition formed a government and the first time such a government completed a term in office. The latter, they argue, is a more adequate measure of state-level democratization.

Recently, some former opposition parties have become hegemonic in their own right. States like Sikkim, West Bengal and Gujarat have experienced extended periods of non-Congress dominant party rule. The Sikkim Democratic Front (SDF), for example, has been in power since 1994. The party has won five consecutive elections, including one term (2009-2014) without any opposition in the Legislative Assembly. While there had been alternation in power twice during the first two decades after Sikkim became a state in 1975, the opposition began to crumble once the Sikkim Democratic Front defeated Congress in 1994, despite a series of short-lived alliances among opposition parties. In West Bengal, the Communist Party of India (Marxist) has dominated the political arena and it governed for 33 years before losing the 2011 election, making it the longest-governing elected communist government in the world. This period also witnessed the uninterrupted 23-year rule of Chief Minister Jyoti Basu, the longest serving Chief Minister. In Gujarat, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has emerged as a dominant force since 1998. Dominant party rule is therefore no longer the prerogative of Congress.

To account for this, we include turnover in our index, but code it conservatively. Specifically, we code turnover as a dummy, where 0 equals the absence of turnover. However, allowing for the possibility that citizens may simply be happy with the governing party, we code turnover as 0 only if the majority party in the governing coalition remains unchanged for more than two consecutive electoral periods. In Sikkim, for instance, the SDF was first elected in 1994, and reelected in 1999. These first two periods are coded as having experienced turnover. When the party is reelected for a third, fourth, and fifth term (2004, 2009, 2014), the turnover dummy drops to 0.

Turnover is connected to the other dimensions with the logical OR (denoted by the symbol +), indicating substitutability, while the remaining three dimensions are connected with the logical AND (denoted by the symbol *) to highlight that each of them is necessary. Substantively this means that even in the absence of turnover, a high score for contestation can still lead to a high score on the index and vice versa.

Contestation

Our second dimension – contestation – captures the degree of competition in the party system. As noted above, turnover only very crudely reflects the strength of the opposition. Our operationalization of contestation draws on two indicators: the effective number of legislative parties and the strength of the opposition in the legislature. Both indicators are calculated at the state-level. We discuss them in turn.

The effective number of parties in the state legislative assembly (ENPL) reflects not only the number of parties but also their relative importance. It is calculated with the formula developed by Laakso and Taagepera on the basis of the number of seats won
by each party.\textsuperscript{54} In our data, the mean for ENPL is 2.9, which suggests moderate multipartism, but there is significant variation across electoral periods. Strikingly, we observe the lowest possible value (ENPL = 1 for Sikkim 1989, 2009) as well as 31 instances of “extreme pluralism” with more than four effective parties.\textsuperscript{55} For ten electoral periods in our data, ENPL takes values higher than five.

In a parliamentary system, one set of elections determines the composition of the legislature and the executive. In the comparative literature, the effective number of parties is regarded as a bit of a double-edged sword. While very low scores suggest stifled party competition, more is not always better. Specifically, legislative fragmentation has been associated with difficult coalition formation, cabinet instability and lower overall government performance.\textsuperscript{56} This literature also indicates that the number of parties interacts with other party system characteristics and contextual factors, so that there is no straightforward way to gauge an optimal number of parties. Conceptually, we take from this literature the insight that there is no linear relationship between the number of parties and democracy. Both extremely low as well as extremely high values for ENPL are problematic, with a sweet spot of robust competition somewhere in between. We therefore include a curvilinear transformation of ENPL in our index where the positive effect of each additional party slowly levels off and ultimately decreases for extreme values higher than five.\textsuperscript{57}

The second indicator for contestation is the strength of the opposition (SOP), which is calculated as the percentage of seats controlled by parties outside the governing coalition. Empirically, it ranges from 0 (Sikkim) to 53\% (Puducherry 1996) with an average of 35\%. The correlation between the curvilinear ENPL indicator and SOP is .63, suggesting that – despite some overlap – they pick up different aspects of contestation. The indicators of contestation are treated as substitutable. In Figure 1, they are thus connected by the logical OR (denoted by the symbol +). To ensure equal weight of both indicators, they are normalized between 0 and 1, and the sum is divided by 2.

**Autonomy**

Our third dimension reflects whether subnational elections actually decide who governs in a state. Autonomy of local institutions is a pre-condition for subnational democracy, since accountability of elected officials to constituents presupposes the authority to take decisions on their behalf.\textsuperscript{58} Autonomy is often only implicit in indices of democracy. Making it explicit is necessary in the case of India because of a constitutional provision, the so-called President’s Rule (PR), which allows the central government to take over the administration of a state. Specifically, Article 356 authorizes the president to dismiss the government of a state and dissolve the legislature in case of “a breakdown of the constitutional machinery”. Even though suspending elected institutions through PR is an emergency power, Article 356 has often been declared “in circumstances where it was perfectly clear that a breakdown in constitutional authority had not taken place”.\textsuperscript{59} The provision has been misused to “intimidate recalcitrant state governments”,\textsuperscript{60} and to resolve intra-party conflicts.\textsuperscript{51} Episodes of PR are thus akin to “interrupted regimes” in cross-national research. This label is generally applied to a regime that qualifies as neither democratic nor authoritarian, because “it is occupied by foreign powers during wartime, or if there is a complete collapse of central authority, or if it undergoes a period of transition during which new polities and institutions are planned”.\textsuperscript{62}
Between 1950 and 2003 PR was evoked 115 times. Its use has declined since 1994, when a Supreme Court ruling imposed considerable hurdles for the discretionary use of Article 356. Nevertheless, non-Congress central governments have continued the practice of trying to use PR for partisan purposes, and the BJP government has resisted efforts to abolish the provision. The threat that PR constitutes to subnational democracy is twofold. First, a provision that had been envisioned by the architects of the constitution as an emergency power has been leveraged to intervene in routine circumstances, such as the loss of a parliamentary majority for the government, or the death or resignation of a chief minister. While such situations create political uncertainty, they do not in and of themselves constitute emergencies. Second, outside interventions introduce an unaccountable external veto player. The imposition of PR, which “used to hang above the heads of India’s regional governments like the sword of Damocles” constitutes a profound shock to the subnational regime. With the imposition of PR, political majorities and party dynamics tend to shift, so that even the end of PR does not imply the return to the status quo ante. This, arguably, was the whole point of placing the state under central rule.

While PR is specific to India, political autonomy is applicable to the conceptualization of subnational democracy more broadly. Without autonomy, subnational democracy is hollow, even if voters are allowed to go through the motions of electing representatives. Akin to the “interrupted regimes” classification in cross-national research, a state under PR ceases to be a democracy, since democratic rules and procedures no longer determine who governs.

President’s Rule can be relatively brief or it can last for multiple years. An extended period of 2,455 days in Jammu & Kashmir between 1987 and 1996 constitutes the most extreme case in our data. We consider the suspension of elected institutions such a severe violation of democracy that our autonomy dummy takes a value of 0 if President’s Rule was evoked at any point during the electoral period. Overall, we document 38 instances of PR across states. The majority (21 instances or 59%) occurred during the first decade under investigation (1985-94).

Clean elections

Democracy requires “the devolution of power from a group of people to a set of rules” so that the outcome of the democratic process is uncertain. To avoid this institutionalized uncertainty, actors may be tempted to rig the process to avoid the costs of losing. Free and fair elections are therefore an essential component of democracy. The logistics inherent in organizing such elections in India are hard to overstate. The electorate grew from over 370 million in 1984 to more than 787 million by 2014. Three states now have populations of more than 100 million, making subnational elections there larger undertakings than national elections in most countries. The overwhelming majority of voters live in rural areas, and illiteracy and poverty are widespread. The Election Commission of India (ECI), an autonomous constitutional body, is in charge of organizing national and state elections. The architects of India’s constitution believed that centralized election management would provide better protections against electoral malpractice and political interference than state-level commissions. Since Independence, the ECI has earned a reputation of professionalism, and has become one of the most highly regarded institutions.
Since the ECI’s own staff is fairly small (>300 people in the early 2000s), it relies primarily on employees deputized from state and local governments. In large states polling is often spread out over multiple phases so that security forces and poll workers can move around. Despite its commitment to impartial election management, logistics pose considerable challenges to the ECI. In addition to staffing polling booths, clean elections require the ability to head off disruptions of polling. Non-state armed actors, such as the Naxalite movement, have at times called for a boycott of elections, and sought to enforce it with voter intimidation, including bomb blasts at polling stations and killings of poll workers or candidates. Booth capturing, or the armed takeover of polling places to stuff ballot boxes, constitutes another threat to the integrity of elections. There are several instances where the ECI postponed polling either completely or partially because of security. Over the last decade, technological and organizational innovations spearheaded by the ECI, such as vulnerability mapping and the use of electronic voting machines, have contributed to reducing electoral malpractice.

Capturing whether the exercise and tabulation of the vote was fair is crucial particularly for the first elections in our dataset, but no comprehensive state-level data are available. We therefore created an original dataset of election security based on news reports about assembly elections in the Times of India (TOI). For each election, we code reports of ballot fraud, especially booth capturing, violence at the polls, and voter intimidation (including boycotts by armed groups). While these reported irregularities reflect a narrow interpretation of electoral integrity, especially violence is often associated with other forms of electoral manipulation, so that they can be expected to constitute an adequate proxy. The unit of analysis is event-election-constituency.

To turn news reports into an indicator of clean elections, we focus on two aspects: (1) the severity of incidents reported, and (2) how widespread reported problems were. Isolated incidents occur in many elections, but they normally do not raise concerns about the overall process. In our data, at least one incident is reported for 106 elections (62%). In operationalizing clean elections, we aim to distinguish incidents from systematic problems. Since violence, especially lethal violence, tends to be reported most consistently, we capture the severity of incidents with the number of deaths (logged) due to election violence. The number of fatalities ranges from 0 (65% of elections) to 112 (Tripura 1988). In the first decade under study (1985-94) 654 deaths are reported compared to 99 in the elections between 2005 and 2014. To gauge how widespread problems were, we examine in which percentage of constituencies incidents were reported. Here, we include not just fatalities, but also reports of booth capture, non-lethal violence and voter intimidation. This variable ranges from 0 (65 elections or 38%) to 100 (6 elections or 3.5%). Both indicators are treated as substitutable, and for each the scale is reversed so that higher scores indicate more security. To ensure equal weight both indicators are normalized, and the sum is divided by 2.

Subnational democracy in India: findings and implications

Combining the indicators for constitutive dimensions allows us to examine democracy empirically, with higher index scores indicating better performance on our continuous measure. Figure 2 provides a quick summary of the data, and shows the average score on the index per state for the whole period. The frontrunners are Uttarakhand, which was founded in 2000, and Kerala, which is widely regarded as one of the most successful examples of subnational democracy. At the other end of the spectrum, we find states
in the North East, specifically the new state of Jharkhand, and the peripheral states of Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh, and Tripura. To examine the state-specific patterns more closely, Figure 3 displays index scores per election.

Conceptually, low scores on the index reflect deviations from democracy. One advantage of our index is transparency about the influence of constitutive dimensions, which allows other scholars to scrutinize our measurement and to revise it where they disagree with our conceptualization. To spell out how each dimension influences the index Figure 3 reports three scores: (1) turnover and contestation, (2) turnover and contestation with the clean elections multiplier, and (3) the full index, which drops to zero in the case of President’s Rule.

**Identifying threats to subnational democracy in India**

A comparison of index scores per election illustrates how President’s Rule disrupts electoral politics. Andhra Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Mizoram and Uttar Pradesh have high scores on the electoral dimensions throughout the period, but instances of PR disrupt that pattern. Similarly, Karnataka, Mizoram, Punjab and Rajasthan generally do well on the electoral dimension, but experience President’s Rule. Substantively, a score of 0 indicates that it does not make sense to classify the regime as more or less democratic on the index, since election do not determine who governs.

Low scores on the full index that are unrelated to PR indicate variation across states in the level of electoral democracy. This is the case in Gujarat after 2002, in Nagaland in 1993, 1998 and 2013, in Orissa after 2009, in Sikkim after 2004, in Tripura after 2003 and in West Bengal until 2011.

How heavily do violations of the clean elections dimension weigh on the index? If the triangle is below the circle, this indicates that the overall score is lower because of
problems with election security. Instances of this can be found in Andhra Pradesh, Manipur and Uttar Pradesh. The most striking case is Bihar, where widespread and systematic problems were reported for multiple elections. The good news here is that election management has improved considerably.

Jammu & Kashmir has long been considered an authoritarian enclave in democratic India, and observers have lamented the suppression of electoral competition in the state. In our data, the score based on contestation and turnover for the first electoral period (1987) is indeed extremely low. The state is then placed under President’s Rule for more than six years, indicating an interrupted regime. In terms of electoral dynamics, things seem to improve after 1996, when elections are held again. Nevertheless, irregularities are reported during these elections and electoral politics continue to be disrupted by PR after scores for turnover and contestation pick up. While previous studies had already identified Jammu and Kashmir as undemocratic, our data reveal that threats to subnational democracy come from multiple directions. This is not only an instance of dominant party rule with limited electoral competition locally, but also one where the center threatens elected institutions, and where elections have systematic problems.

The comparison of scores across constitutive dimensions highlights the need to distinguish and theorize different types of threats to subnational democracy. First, there are instances in which low scores for turnover and contestation signal problems with party competition. These dominant party regimes resemble those theorized in Latin America, where incumbents distort the playing field to systematically disadvantage challengers. For such regimes, theorization of regime characteristics has focused on unit-specific factors, such as the local bureaucracy, or legacies of economic development, and the relationship with the center.

Figure 3. Democracy index by state (1985–2013).
Second, there are instances where threats to democracy come from the center as states are placed under President’s Rule. This highlights the need to more explicitly theorize how and why central governments intervene in local politics. Previous scholarship has shown that the survival of undemocratic elites depends on successfully managing the vertical relationship with the center. Gibson posits that “central governments intervene regularly and substantively in the affairs of provincial governments,” but the scope and constitutional provisions for such interventions vary across countries. The case of India highlights a new dimension of this vertical relationship, namely one where the center interrupts subnational regimes in parts of the territory. Boundary control has often been theorized as a defensive strategy pursued by undemocratic regimes to ward off intervention from the democratic center. Subnational democracies in India may similarly need to engage in boundary control to head off intervention by a center controlled by political rivals. For the literature on subnational regimes, this suggests that a closer dialogue with the literature on subnational democracy in authoritarian regimes, especially Russia, may be fruitful to identify similarities and differences regarding the causes and consequences of interventions.

Third, there are instances where low scores on the index are driven by systematic problems with election security. Overall, problems during elections appear to be prevalent especially where turnover and contestation are fairly high, so that elections produce uncertainty about future governance. Assam (1996), Bihar (1985, 1990, 1995), and Uttar Pradesh (1991, 1993) fit into this category. In Manipur (2012) and Nagaland (1993) a low score for electoral dynamics drops even further because of problems with the elections. Both of these elections were characterized by anti-system violence as the locally dominant Congress party became the target of insurgent groups boycotting the elections. In Manipur our database records multiple bomb explosions at Congress party offices, the homes of candidates and polling stations. There are also reports of threats against Congress campaign workers. Here anti-system violence, rather than manipulation by incumbents, undermines subnational institutions. Whereas President’s Rule can be conceptualized as “a vertical threat” to democracy, anti-system violence can be understood as a “horizontal threat.” The existence of similar threats in Mexico highlights the need to theorize challenges to subnational democracy from actors outside the political system more explicitly, especially since such threats are often localized and do not affect all of the national territory.

**Temporal trends**

Since our index is sensitive to shocks in each of the constituent dimensions, a nonlinear robust smoother has been applied to reveal underlying patterns in scores on the index and to examine trajectories during the period under study.

In Figure 4, the trend line for Arunachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir, Kerala, Puducherry, and Rajasthan is fairly flat, though the level of democracy varies significantly between them. Arunachal Pradesh performs poorly throughout the time period whereas Kerala is a continual front-runner. Among the states that show a more dynamic development, both upward and downward trends can be observed. Goa, Himachal Pradesh, Karnataka, Punjab and West Bengal exhibit an upward trend, and Gujarat, Meghalaya, Sikkim and Tripura move in the opposite direction. Importantly, the latter are not holdouts from a previous authoritarian regime, as many other cases studied in the literature on subnational regimes thus far. Comparatively,
we might better conceptualize them as “backsliding”, indicating a need to theorize not just democratization or authoritarian persistence, but also democratic decline in subnational regimes.

In Tudor and Ziegfeld’s analysis, Kerala, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal are identified as early democratizers, i.e. states in which a non-Congress government was able to complete a full term in office comparatively early. After alternation, however, the paths of these states diverged. Kerala clearly kept its frontrunner status, and Tamil Nadu also performs well. West Bengal, however, entered a renewed period of dominant party rule. So in hindsight, the case of West Bengal might be better understood as one where one hegemonic regime is replaced by another. Geddes et al. show that transitions from one undemocratic regime to another remain poorly understood. The cross-national literature has tended to focus on transitions to democracy or democratic breakdown instead. To the literature on subnational politics, insights from India indicate that the loss of power by one hegemonic party might not always lead to more competitive politics

**Conclusion**

This paper introduces new disaggregate data on subnational democracy in India, and leverages this data to map subnational democracy across states, and to trace regime trajectories over time. Our analysis shows variation in all constitutive dimensions. Subnational democracy is challenged by multiple directions, including the central government and non-state armed actors. While scholarship on subnational regimes has highlighted that within-country variation in democracy is widespread, the empirical focus has been on new democracies. The Indian case broadens the universe of cases for the comparative literature, and our analysis has revealed empirical patterns not yet
theorized. The inclusion of India therefore strengthens the emerging research agenda on subnational regimes.

Since the data are disaggregated by election and constitutive dimension scholars interested in using the data can scrutinize our measurement decisions, and re-aggregate it in a way that best suits their research needs. Those interested in the long-term consequences of subnational democracy, for instance, may find the smoothed measure of temporal trends more relevant than scores per electoral period. Students of electoral dynamics may want to use only the data on party system characteristics and governing coalitions, while leaving out indicators for President’s Rule or clean elections. Beyond providing novel tools for answering existing questions, the data for constitutive dimensions highlights variation across states and over time that invites further analysis. Our indicator for clean elections, for example, shows that systematic problems with elections persist in some states over a series of elections, whereas they remain isolated to just one or two elections in others, and are entirely absent altogether in the rest. What explains such differences in election management, since all elections are organized by the same institution? Does the party identity of the incumbent government matter? Or the configuration of parties in the state assembly? In light of the scale of subnational elections in India, it is crucial for scholars of democracy to develop a better understanding of what determines regime outcomes. We hope that the index and data will constitute a resource for scholars going forward.
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## Appendixes

### Appendix 1. Observations in the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Elections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chhattisgarh</td>
<td>2003, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jharkhand</td>
<td>2005, 2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Excluded Elections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bihar</td>
<td>2005-Feb</td>
<td>No government could be formed. Elections were held in October of the same year.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 2. Curvilinear transformation effective number of parties.